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Flight Simulator X



McDonnell Douglas MD-11 



Tutorial Flight 2 Chicago OʼHare - New York JFK



Welcome to the second training flight for PMDG's McDonnell Douglas MD-11. This flight takes you through all the procedures, flows and thought processes necessary to conduct a flight safely and according to the guidelines set by the aircraft manufacturer. (within the limits of a PC-based flight simulator) You will depart Chicago O’Hare International Airport (KORD) on a winter afternoon heading for New York City's John F. Kennedy International Airport (KJFK) at the controls of an American Airlines MD-11. The New York area weather this time of year is rather on the gray, rainy, and bumpy side but that's no reason not to attempt a non-precision approach into KJFK! If you are not yet familiar with the operation of the 2D panel, navigating through sub-panels, or using the click-spots with both the left and right mouse buttons, you might want to review the first tutorial flight and/or read through the applicable chapters within the aircraft documentation. These items will not be covered by this document so that we can focus on the operation of the aircraft. Furthermore, it is assumed that you are familiar with the location of the buttons and controls necessary during a normal operations flight. To fly this tutorial you only need the PMDG MD-11, Flight Simulator X and a joystick. No scenery add-ons or aviation charts are required, however having the latter during the flight will greatly enhance the educational benefit of this flight. Since this document is considered as close to reality as possible, see the appendix at the end of this document for some hints and resources to enhance your flying, not only for this specific flight or the MD-11 aircraft, but for PC-based flight simulation in general.



0.1 - Table of contents 1. Flight Planning 1.1 - Key numbers 1.2 - Nav Log 2. Setting up the aircraft and the simulator 3. The Flight 3.1 - Powering up 3.2 - Cockpit Preparation 3.3 - Final cockpit preparation 3.4 - Before engine start 3.5 - Engine start 3.5 - After engine start 3.6 - Taxi 3.7 - Take-Off 3.8 - Climb 3.8 - Cruise 3.9 - Descent 3.10 - Approach 3.11 - After Landing 3.12 - Parking 3.13 - Full Shutdown (Maintenance) 4. Appendix 4.1 - Recommended Add-On Software
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McDonnell Douglas MD-11 



Tutorial Flight 2 Chicago OʼHare - New York JFK



1. Flight Planning 1.1 - Key numbers Chicago O’Hare Int. (KORD): • Temperature: 5° C • Surface Wind: 062°, 11kts • Clouds: Overcast at 2800ft



John F. Kennedy (KJFK): • Temperature: 5° C • Surface Wind: 074°, 11kts • Clouds: Overcast at 3500ft



• Average wind at CRZ level: 148° / 58kts



• Altimeters: 29.47 in at both airports



• Route



• Loadsheet



• Flight Duration



• Departing runway and SID



• Fuel



• Performance



KORD to KJFK via: DUFEE ELX HAAKK DOXXY SOSIC JHW J70 LVZ



•



Runway 14R, O’Hare 2 Departure (named O’Hare 3 on the most recent charts) STAR, Approach and landing runway Lendy 5 Arrival, VOR RWY13L approach



Zero Fuel Weight: 430,000lbs ZFW CG: 23.1% MAC 56,410 pounds



1h 45min flying time Block time: 2h 5min Cruise Level: FL350 Cost Index: 80



1.2 - Nav Log



1 START OF COMPANY FLIGHTPLAN AAL2332



09.02.09



AIRCRAFT MD11-GE-LBS TYPE PAXE



STD 20.10Z STA 22.20Z



ATD T/D



ROUTE DIST ESAD CRSM



103 H040 NCL



INFORMATION: 664 TRACK INDEX 738 COMPONENT NCR CLIMB



FUEL CALCULATION: ALL IN LB*1000 BIAS 1000 TAXI 2.40 KJFK 30.61 01.38 RR20 6.24 00.20 KEWR* 5.97 00.14 FL030 FR 5.60 00.30 CF 0.00 HF 5.60 00.30 MIN ADD ACT



56.41 0.00 56.41



..... .....



KORDKJFK.001 ABN ATA



SEQ014 RLS000



6 ..... .....



CREW INFORMATION: DISP: Markus Burkhard /.................. PIC: Stan Winke /..................



WEIGHT/FUEL BREAK DOWN: ALL IN LB ZFW 5 429996 430000 TOF 54009 8 258721 TOW 484005 602500 TIF 30606 LW 453399 458000 REM 23403 AIRPORTS: ALL IN LB*1000



03.12



4



NOTES : - CALCULATED 1ST ALTERNATE ONLY - BASED ON FIX WIND CALCULATION
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Tutorial Flight 2 Chicago OʼHare - New York JFK



RTE VIA : ORD3-ORD / DCT-DUFEE / DCT-ELX / DCT-HAAKK / DCT-DOXXY / DCT-SOSIC / DCT-JHW / J70-MAGIO / LENDY5-LENDY / (S13L-DPK) DIST 664 GCI 103 CP H040 ESAD 738 CRSM NCR FLIGHT PROFILE : HAAKK/F350



2



FLIGHTPLAN: AWY POS FREQ FL MT DIST TME ATO ETO ETA EET FUEL FOB RFU -----------------------------------------------------------------------------KORD 0.00 ..../..../..../0.00 0.00 /.....54.01 DCT DUFEE F160 076 038.3 0.08 ..../..../..../00.08 4.57 /.....49.44 DCT ELX 116.60 F280 091 042.0 0.06 ..../..../..../00.14 7.47 /.....46.54 * TOC HAAKK D-024 DCT HAAKK F350 090 048.5 0.07 ..../..../..../00.21 9.81 /.....44.19 7 DCT DOXXY F350 097 024.9 0.03 ..../..../..../00.24 10.69 /.....43.31 DCT SOSIC F350 087 044.2 0.06 ..../..../..../00.30 12.25 /.....41.76 DCT JHW 114.70 F350 096 194.4 0.27 ..../..../..../00.57 19.09 /.....34.91 J70 HOXIE F350 116 059.9 0.08 ..../..../..../01.05 21.18 /.....32.83 J70 STENT F350 120 033.3 0.05 ..../..../..../01.10 22.33 /.....31.68 J70 MAGIO F350 121 026.6 0.04 ..../..../..../01.14 23.25 /.....30.76 LENDY5 LVZ 111.60 F350 122 043.6 0.06 ..../..../..../01.20 24.75 /.....29.26 * TOD JENNO D-008 LENDY5 JENNO F320 124 017.7 0.03 ..../..../..../01.23 25.69 /.....28.32 LENDY5 HARTY F280 127 012.0 0.02 ..../..../..../01.25 26.27 /.....27.74 LENDY5 STW 109.60 F240 126 011.0 0.02 ..../..../..../01.27 26.78 /.....27.22 LENDY5 LENDY F120 109 033.6 0.07 ..../..../..../01.34 27.23 /.....26.78 S13L ASALT 030 175 024.5 0.05 ..../..../..../01.39 27.45 /.....26.56 KJFK 0.00 ..../..../..../01.38 30.61 /.....23.40



WAYPOINTS AND WINDS : ENROUTE ICAO FREQ LATITUDE LONGITUDE MAG WD∞ KTS TMP WC NAME ------------------------------------------------------------AIRPORTS: KORD 41∞58.9N 087∞54.4W -003.1 CHICAGO O'HARE INTL KJFK 40∞38.4N 073∞46.7W -014.2 JOHN F.KENNEDY INTL WAYPOINTS: DUFEE ELX 116.60 HAAKK DOXXY SOSIC JHW 114.70 HOXIE STENT MAGIO LVZ 111.60 JENNO HARTY STW 109.60 LENDY ASALT



42∞06.7N 42∞08.7N 42∞08.0N 42∞07.4N 42∞13.8N 42∞11.3N 41∞51.9N 41∞40.7N 41∞31.6N 41∞16.4N 41∞09.2N 41∞04.3N 40∞59.7N 40∞54.9N 40∞31.7N



087∞03.8W 086∞07.4W 085∞02.0W 084∞28.4W 083∞29.4W 079∞07.3W 077∞51.2W 077∞09.2W 076∞35.8W 075∞41.4W 075∞19.9W 075∞05.4W 074∞52.1W 074∞08.1W 073∞57.8W



END OF COMPANY FLIGHTPLAN



-003.7 +000.0 -005.5 -006.0 -006.8 -007.0 -010.2 -011.6 -011.9 -010.0 -012.7 -012.1 -011.0 -013.4 -013.1



AAL2332



/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / /



09.02.09



-040 3 -040 -040 -040 -040 -040 -040 -040 -040 -040 WILKES-BARRE -040 -040 -040 STILLWATER -040 -040 KORDKJFK.001



SEQ014 RLS000



(Created using Flight Operation Center)
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McDonnell Douglas MD-11 



Tutorial Flight 2 Chicago OʼHare - New York JFK



2. Setting up the aircraft and the simulator Loading the aircraft for this flight is quite straight forward. The flight is dispatched using the maximum zero fuel weight. Make sure that you execute the following steps before you load the flight:



• • • • •



Make sure that “Mixed Class” is selected as the seat layout. This will ensure the correct passenger count. “Units” needs to be set to pounds (Lbs). Press “Full Pax” to give the aircraft a full passenger count of 322. Check for the ZFW displaying 429,995lbs. Press “Save to File”. Don't worry about the fuel load, this will be overruled by the saved flight.



Last revision: Oct 6, 2009
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McDonnell Douglas MD-11 



Tutorial Flight 2 Chicago OʼHare - New York JFK



Start FSX and load one of the following flights: • “MD11 Advanced Tutorial Default” - if you do not have any add-on scenery installed for KORD. • ‘MD11 Advanced Tutorial FSDT’ - if you are using the KORD add-on scenery done by FSDreamTeam.



This will load the MD-11 parked at a gate at Terminal 3, gate ‘K’. All systems are off and there's no power to any of the busses. The L1 door has been opened manually by the maintenance crew to get into the aircraft. The time is 1:25pm local time, it is a winter day in February and your scheduled departure time (meaning brake release) for this flight is 20:10 UTC, which means you have 45 minutes to prepare the aircraft for pushback. Some might consider this ambitious with all the reading necessary to get the aircraft ready, but don't worry - should you be late, there’s no ATC slot to miss on this flight. Starting up from a cold & dark flight deck state Although it is unusual for MD-11 pilots to find the aircraft without any power upon arrival on the flight deck we’ll go through the required steps anyway. Do note that without power it isn't possible to do anything in and around the aircraft. Loading, cleaning, refueling, galley preparation and boarding, all of this needs electrical power. For this purpose normally either maintenance would prepare the aircraft for these tasks or it would be left with power on by the previous flight crew. Note: If for any reason your flight deck is not in a cold & dark state (running engines, active displays), you must load the “cold and dark” panel state using the PMDG menu before continuing to the next page.
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McDonnell Douglas MD-11 



Tutorial Flight 2 Chicago OʼHare - New York JFK



3. The Flight 3.1 - Powering up Electrical • Push the main battery switch labeled ‘BAT’ to connect the battery to the battery bus.



This will give you limited DC power only and the battery starts to discharge. • Note that after a few seconds the SFDS will power on, getting its power from the battery bus. It will then start its own



alignment process automatically. • As there’s no “AVAIL” light present on the EXT PWR button you’ll have to tell the ground crew to connect the aircraft to



the power supply coming from the ground. Use any MCDU to access the FS ACTION shortcuts. When on battery power only pressing the ‘MENU’ key will automatically bring up the function to simulate telling the ground crew to plug in the cable. Make sure it says “BY REQUEST” on the left and press the LSK next to “CONNECT*” to get external power. Moving again up to the ELEC panel you’ll notice that external power is now available. Push the button “EXT PWR” and a blue “ON” light will appear. This provides you with AC power. DC power for the other needed DC buses is provided by converted AC power. This means you now have sufficient power to all systems required throughout the flight. However, for obvious reasons different engine driven generators will later provide the necessary AC power. • When using EXT PWR the galleys



need their own external power source which has to be connected separately. If you have an “AVAIL” light press the “GLY EXT PWR” switch now. • Check that all “AC TIE OFF”, “AC BUS



Note that the emergency power does not get armed at this stage of pre-flight.



OFF” and “DC BUS OFF” lights are extinguished.



Doors • Note that you entered the aircraft using the L1 door, hence that’s the only one open



at this time. (it is assumed in the cold & dark panel state that maintenance would access the aircraft by manually opening this door) • For the normal loading and boarding process, ground crew would then open all



necessary doors. To simulate this, use the FS ACTION shortcuts to open the L2 cabin door (for PAX boarding) and all cargo doors. • You may close the L1 door as there are no dual jetways at this gate. • Any cargo door opening will generate a level 2 alert. Pressing the SCDP MISC key



will remove all those from the EAD alert area and display them on the “MISCELLANEOUS” and “STATUS” SD page.



Right: SD STATUS page. While the MISC page does show door messages too the STATUS page is better suited for pre-flight as it shows all amber alert messages on one page.
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Tutorial Flight 2 Chicago OʼHare - New York JFK



3.2 - Cockpit Preparation What follows is the complete checking procedure including all systems that are simulated on the PMDG MD-11. The few systems not simulated will not be discussed. Engine / APU Fire Test • Check that the fire handles are pushed in and stowed. • Press and hold the “ENG/APU FIRE TEST” button at the upper right of the overhead panel to initiate the test. To



simulate pressing the switch continuously and still having the mouse available for other clicks (you do have two hands available for this check on the real aircraft) press the button, hold the mouse key and move away from the button. To release the button afterwards just click on it again. - The fire bell and aural engine fire alerts will sound - 2 Master Warning lights will illuminate - 3 fuel cut-off switches will illuminate - Press one of the Master Warning switches to check if the fire bell stops and the light extinguishes - Check that there are 4 level 3 alerts displaying on the EAD • Check that all “AGENT LOW” lights are extinguished. Should any of these be illuminated, this would indicate that the



corresponding fire agent bottle is empty. Maintenance service is required in this case and this can be simulated by refilling the bottle via the PMDG Options menu. IRS / CARGO FIRE Test If you haven’t already done so you should set the time the IRS needs to align to “Real Time” within the PMDG options menu for this flight (default option after installation). This is to prevent any alignment errors by not feeding the IRS position fast enough while reading through the instructions that follow. • On the SD, display the AIR system page. • Rotate the three IRS selectors to “NAV”. Check for the aural alert and the master warning light illuminating. • Check that there’s no amber smoke or heat detector symbol displaying an F-letter inside. • If the cargo fire test is not initiated automatically, do so by pressing the “MANUAL TEST” button on the cargo fire panel



for at least 4 seconds. FMS In order to align the three IRSes switched on just a moment ago, they all need a valid current position entry. Additionally, for an automated refueling to take place (as if ground crew is using the refueling panel under the right wing) you need to specify the necessary fuel. • Use either MCDU 1 or MCDU 2 to to access the corresponding FMC. Since both FMCs are linked it does not matter



which one you use for preflight work. • On the “A/C Status” page you would normally check the date of the active navigation database. The database that



was included with the MD-11 software is Nov/Dec 2008. If you have updated yours, it should not result in any difficulties for flying this tutorial. • Proceed to the F-PLN INIT page and enter the following:



- CO ROUTE



The route to load for this flight is “KORDKJFK001”. If you wish to enter the route manually for training purposes you may do so using the route specified on page 3. The procedure for doing this is specified at the end of the first tutorial flight document. - FLT NO Enter the airline’s ICAO code (AAL) followed by the flight number without any dash or slash (available on the nav log at figure 1). - ALTN Enter “KEWR” (Newark, New Jersey) at the LSK 2R as this is your primary alternate airport.



Last revision: Oct 6, 2009
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Tutorial Flight 2 Chicago OʼHare - New York JFK



- CRZ LEVEL



There are no step climbs planned for this flight so only one level is necessary (nav log figure 2).



- WIND component



This information is taken from the nav log, figure 3. When not using real weather data the temperature at the first enroute fix is missing on the nav log document. The temperature to enter is -49°C. Enter “-49/HD40” at LSK 6L. - CI (Cost Index) For this flight we’ll use 80. - Check the displayed coordinates for accuracy. Since this aircraft is equipped with two GNS receivers the current position is already displayed there. This has to be checked against the nearest possible coordinate displayed on the airport chart. On the chart I have available this is N41 58.5 / W087 53.9 for gate K16. - After you have verified the position press “INITIALIZE IRS” to feed it to the three IRSes for alignment. • Proceed to the WEIGHT INIT page and enter the following:



- Block Fuel



Available on the nav log, figure 4.



- ZFW



Also available from the nav log, figure 5.



- ZFWCG and TOCG



Enter 20.0 for both as preliminary data. The final numbers do not get entered until after loading is complete. - In addition there are a few entries to change to match the fuel planning to our nav log: - Enter 2.4 as taxi fuel on LSK 1L. - Enter 6.2 as our route reserve on LSK 3L. - Enter 5.6 on LSK 5L, this is our holding fuel. - The extra fuel on LSK 6L does not quite match our final reserve. This is because the FMS uses a different alternate fuel amount compared to the flight planner.



WEIGHT INIT page with corrected fuel numbers.



• On the FUEL INIT page enter again your block fuel into REFUEL QTY



Refueling The entry into the FUEL INIT page also simulates giving the person refueling the aircraft the correct and final amount of fuel required. To fuel the aircraft for this flight we need to use a shortcut simulating the use of the under-wing fuel panel. If you check the SD ENG page, you’ll notice that we only have 15,000lbs of fuel onboard. This is the amount of fuel remaining from the previous flight. To start the refueling process go to the FS ACTION shortcuts menu using any MCDU (if you fly using the virtual cockpit you might want to use MCDU 3 for these shortcuts as this will not get in the way of operating the aircraft). • Select “REFUELING” from the available shortcuts using LSK



5L. • Check that it says “FMS” at LSK 6R as the refueling mode. This tells FS to load the block fuel from the FMC FUEL INIT



page. • Press LSK 6R to change the mode if necessary • Press “*START”



Last revision: Oct 6, 2009
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The SD FUEL page shows the fuel tanks being filled in real time. For this flight the tanks 1, 2 and 3 get filled equaly while AUX and the tail tank will not be used. With higher fuel loads however you may see the fuel system pumping fuel around after refueling is completed.



Checking the EAD, you’ll notice a level 0 alert telling you that refueling is in progress. If you switch to the SD FUEL page you’ll notice the synoptic showing the tanks being filled. For this short flight refueling is quick, but should you do a 13 hour flight this can become a pretty lengthy process. FMS While refueling is in progress and the IRS is aligning you might want to proceed with the FMC data entry. • On the F-PLN page enter the runway and SID.



To get confirmation of the runway in use, dial in the ATIS frequency of 135.400 MHz on COM1. Today’s weather calls for a runway 14R departure. Choose the LAT REV page at “KORD” and then “SID” to select runway 14R as well as the SID “ORD2” (if updated nav data is used this will be “ORD3”). Note: If you use the default KORD scenery for FSX, ATIS has runway 09R as the departure runway. We will depart from runway 14R anyway. Notice that this might leave a discontinuity between ORD and DUFEE. Since we’ll get radar vectors after departure, this gap is of no consequence.



• The filed flightplan does show the STAR we intend to fly. Chances



are good that we’ll be cleared for the LENDY5 so you may insert it now. Having the most probable STAR in the computer will result in more accurate time and fuel predictions as otherwise you’ll only have a straight line from the last enroute waypoint to the airport. - Add the STAR via the LAT REV page for the waypoint “LVZ”. Checking the weather, we can expect runway 13L to be used for landing. For noise abatement, the Canarsie VOR approach will be used instead of the ILS approach to Runway 13L. Select “LENDY5” and “VOR13L”. - The FMC will ask for a “MIN PROF” value. This is the minimum altitude down to which the profile mode will be used. Since you’ll use the PROF mode until the missed approach point (MAP), you may enter 800 into that field.
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SEC F-PLN You do have the option of programming a second route into the FMC. This route can be used for reference only or can be made active at any time during the flight. By pressing the “SEC F-PLN” button on the MCDU you will be able to put in an entirely new route or just copy the active flightplan. You will then be able to modify this route just as if it was your primary flightplan, with all the SIDs, STARs, alternates and approaches. Since you also have a secondary progress page as well as a secondary climb and descent forecast you may also use the secondary flightplan function to compare performance figures and estimates. With most airlines the use of this function is not mandatory but let me list some ideas for its use: • Preparing an approach to the departure airport prior to takeoff in case of an emergency return to the airfield. • Preparing a different approach for the destination airfield in case the runway in use is not certain. • Compare time estimates or fuel estimates using the same route but with different speeds (CI) or step climb



profiles. • As a backup to the original route in case the latter gets messed up due to an erroneous input.



Here we've used a different approach in the secondary flightplan by adding the same SID to “LVZ” but choosing a different approach. The secondary flightplan is shown on the ND with a dashed blue line.



- After inserting all of this, you’ll notice a discontinuity again in the flightplan. Disregard that one, you’ll get radar vectors at that point as indicated on the STAR chart.



• On the TAKE OFF page:



- Insert 58 degrees as the flex temperature for a reduced thrust



take-off. This number was calculated using TOPCAT. See the document’s appendix for more information. - Check that a packs OFF departure is selected - Enter the runway slope and wind component - As there is no slope on most FSX-runways you may use 0 for slope entry. The real runway slope in this case is 0 anyway. A wind of 062 degrees with 11 knots results in a headwind component of 2kts. So enter ‘0/HD2’ into LSK 2R. - Insert the current outside air temperature (OAT) using the number from the ATIS broadcast (5°C) - Enter the planned takeoff flaps setting. For today this is 10°. - Check the three values for CLB THRUST, ACCEL and EO ACCEL To confirm these numbers you need to consult the airport charts and the departure information. In this case they do not specify any noise abatement procedures during daytime nor is terrain clearance an issue on climbout. Therefore the three altitude values may remain at their default value.
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CABIN PRESS Move to the cabin pressurization panel to check the following: • The system must be in automatic mode (manual pushbutton must be dark) • Check that the CABIN PRES valve is open. • Check that the ditching pushbutton is guarded and dark.



ANNUN LT TEST/AIR MANF TEST The following procedure is a combined test of the air system and the annunciator lights. Pushing the “ANNUN LT TEST” switch until “AIR SYS TEST” is displayed on the EAD will initiate a test for the air system manifold failure detection system, various fans, flow sensors, annunciation circuitry and trim air shut-off. Some of these tests can be observed on the SD AIR page. • Check that the air system is set to auto mode • Verify that TRIM AIR is ON (pushbutton must be dark) • Push and hold the ANNUN LT TEST pushbutton until at least the level 0 alert AIR SYS TEST” is displayed on the EAD.



While pressing the pushbutton check for the following: - Overhead panel: All lights are on except the APU and fire indications - Glareshield panel: All lights are on and the FCP digits all display as 8s - Instrument panel: FLT DIR and EIS source switching lights are on, all CRTs display their failure indications - Pedestal: DSPY, FAIL, MSG and OFST on all three MCDUs illuminate, VHF and HF lights illuminate - Overspeed warning • A level 1 alert will display should the air system test fail. If the cyan “AIR SYS TEST” disappears without a warning then



the air system test is successful and completed. OVERHEAD PANEL Starting at the top-left of the overhead panel and moving downwards, all systems located on the left side will be checked. This is followed by the center section from the top and then the right section from the top. • EVAC



- Confirm that the switch is set to ARM



*Note that the EVAC panel is only accessible from the virtual cockpit. If you are using the 2D panel and don’t want to access the VC just for this task alone, you may skip this as it has no consequences for flying the aircraft.



• COCKPIT VOICE RECORDER



- Press the test button to observe the needle moving into the green band. • GEN BUS FAULT RESET / GALLEY BUS



- Check that all lights are extinguished. • CARGO TEMP



- Select CARGO TEMP FWD to HI



Animals are transported in the forward cargo hold since it is both heated and ventilated while the center one is only heated. Selecting “HI” sets a target temperature of 21°C while “LO” heats to 4°C only. The center cargo compartment is heated to 13-18°C automatically without the possibility of crew temperature selection. - Set CARGO TEMP AFT to approx. 22°C You have to check the target temperature on the SD AIR page. • FADEC MODE / ENG IGN



- Check that the ENG IGN light is OFF (illuminated) - All other lights must be off • FUEL DUMP



- Check that the EMER STOP pushbutton is guarded and dark Last revision: Oct 6, 2009
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Move back up to the top centre part of the overhead panel. • HYD



- Check that the system is in auto mode - Push the HYD PRESS TEST pushbutton



A cyan HYD PRES TEST alert will display on the EAD and will disappear once the test is completed - Select the SD HYD page and check that system 3 has at least 6.0 gallons of hydraulic fluid in Right: SD HYD page indications during the reservoir



the hydraulics test. Pressure is checked using the two auxiliry pumps.



• ELEC



- Check that the system is in auto mode and the “SMOKE ELEC/AIR” selector is set to “NORM”. - Since the external power is our current power source, there should be 5 blue lights visible: EXT PWR ON, GLY EXT PWR ON and GEN 1, 2 and 3 ARM.



- Move the EMER PWR selector to “ARM”.



An emergency power test is started during which the “ON” light is illuminated. Check that there’s no other amber light displayed on the ELEC panel.



• AIR / APU



- Check that the level 0 alert “AIR SYS TEST” is extinguished and the air system is in auto mode. - Select the SD AIR page to check the temperature settings. The cabin zones should be set to 24° C and the



flight deck to whatever is desired. - If you check the actual temperatures (white) you’ll notice that this might be a good time to start heating the cabin. To do so start the APU by going back to the ELEC panel and press the “APU PWR” button. - Display the SD ENG page to check that the APU is spooling up. Note that the APU generator will connect automatically after APU startup if the APU is started from the ELEC panel. - Back on the AIR panel press the “APU” button. As soon as the APU is started the air system will then reconfigure itself and turn on all three packs. You will hear the packs coming on. Once they do check the SD AIR page to confirm all packs are running. - Set the amount of passengers via the “PAX LOAD” wheel. It regulates the amount of air delivered to the passengers by the Air Conditioning Control System (ACCS). Set the amount to 320, the last digit of the three can not be changed.



The APU data is displayed on the SD ENG page. The RPM will vary depending on the system’s demand of APU power. The SD AIR page indicates the air being delivered by the APU. The SD FUEL page indicates the tank the APU is drawing its fuel from. Be aware that the APU uses up to 660lbs of fuel per hour.
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• FUEL



- Check that the “DUMP” and “MANF” pushbuttons are both dark and guarded. - Refueling should be complete by now and the corresponding level 0 alert should have disappeared. - Fuel pumps in tank 1 and 3 should indicate as amber “OFF”. The number 2 tank pump is on to provide fuel for the APU.



• EMER LT



- Move the “EMER LT” switch to “ARM” and check that the “EMER LT DISARM” alert disappears. - Push and hold the “TEST” button up to 8 seconds until the “EMER LTS TST PASS” alert appears on the EAD. - Release the test button and observe that the alert disappears. • CABIN SIGNS



- If refueling is complete at this time turn on the seatbelt signs. However should refueling still be in progress



you’d have to leave them OFF, this is required if refueling is happening while passengers are onboard the aircraft. - Turn on the “NO SMOKE” signs. • EXTERIOR LIGHTS



- Check that the NAV lights are ON (amber OFF light extinguished) - All other exterior lights should be OFF. Move again up to the top right part of the overhead panel: • GPWS



- Check that the GPWS mode switch is in the “NORM” position. - Move and hold that switch to the “TEST” position until you hear the aural GPWS alerts. • FLIGHT AUGMENTATION



- Check that both the FLAP LIMIT and the ELEV FEEL selectors are set to “AUTO”. - All lights on this panel must be off at this time. • ANTI ICE / WINDSHIELD



- Check this for all lights being off. • FUEL USED RESET



- Display the SD FUEL page. - If not the case already push and hold the “FUEL USED RESET” switch until the numbers shown within the engine symbols read 0.



Move down to the FCP: • FCP



- There’s no speed restriction apart from the usual 250kts below 10,000ft so you may set the speed to 250 if its



not already set. - Set the heading for the departure runway, in this case 143°. - Check that the bank angle selector is set to “AUTO”. - Check that both AFS OVRD switches are in the up position with no black and yellow stripes visible. - Turn on the FPV by pressing the V/S - FPA selector. The FPV symbol will show whenever this selector is set to FPA. - Press “TRFC” on the ECP. - Press “VOR1” and “VOR2” for the required raw data during departure. • SISP



- Check that the EIS source selector on the first officer’s side is set to AUX. - Verify normal indications on all three DUs on the first officer’s side. - Set that EIS source selector back to 2. - Check that the captain’s side EIS source selector is set to 1. - All lights on both SISP must be off. Last revision: Oct 6, 2009
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• Static air



- Confirm both static air switches are set to “NORM”. • ND headings



- Check for magnetic heading indications on both NDs. • Gear indication



- Check that there are 4 green lights indicated on the center instrument panel and on the SD CONFIG page. - Check that the CTR GEAR NORM / UP pushbutton is not illuminated. • EAD alerts



- Check for non-normal alerts on the EAD - The following amber alerts should be present: - DOOR OPEN



Indicates that there are doors open and/or disarmed.



- CONFIG



Should show in the reminder area because the ABS isn't set yet.



- MISC (boxed)



The box indicates the presence of level 2 alerts on the MISC SD page.



Move down to the forward center pedestal: • SFDS



- Check that there are no flags present on the SFDS. - IRS1 feeds heading information to the SFDS. The information should display when IRS alignment is complete. • Anti Skid



- Check that the anti skid system is set to ON (amber OFF light not illuminated). • Takeoff warning



- Confirm that the overboost stop on the throttle quadrant



is in its normal position. - Move the throttle lever 1 fully forward to check for the aural warnings. Then retard to idle. - Repeat this step moving the throttle levers 2 and 3 fully forward simultaneously. *Note that if you do not have separate hardware controls for each throttle lever then moving them separately is quite complicated. You may use your mouse to move lever 1 for the first check and to move lever 2 for the second check. Moving lever 3 alone will not trigger a configuration alert as it is impossible to depart with only one engine operating. Top picture: Normal position. Bottom picture: Overboost position. • Fuel switches



- Verify all three fuel switches are in the OFF position. • ATC transponder



- Press the transponder mode selector to obtain a “TCAS TEST” message and hear the aural “TCAS TEST” alert. Note that the test will not work if the “IRU IN ALIGN” level 0 alert is still present. - Check that the TCAS test indication looks normal and there’s no TCAS TEST FAIL message. - Confirm the “TCAS TEST PASS” callout at the end of the test. - Select system 2 as this is an even numbered flight. - Rotate the mode selector to RA/TA. • AIL / Rudder trim



- Check that both the aileron and rudder trim are in their neutral position. Last revision: Oct 6, 2009
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• ADG release handle



- Check that the ADG release handle is in its fully stowed / down position. At the rear of the center pedestal you have completed the long list of tasks for cockpit preparation. This cockpit preparation does not require both pilots. While one is going through this flow the other one is busy doing things like the outside check (walk around) and dealing with refueling, loading, the aircraft log and various other things. When you conduct the cockpit preparation it is expected that you'll do this whole flow by memory without a description of every step and knob to push. The cockpit preparation checklist available in the “PMDG MD-11 Normal Checklists” PDF-document is the only guide you require once you’ve done this a couple of times. Proceeding with the preparation of the aircraft for flight, both pilots have to be in their seats. In our case you’re still all alone on the flight deck so for the next few pages you won’t operate the aircraft exactly as on a real flight. This will change sooner than you might think, but more on that at the appropriate point.



3.3 - Final cockpit preparation At this point refueling should be complete and its up to you to ensure the correct amount of fuel has been loaded. • Check that the corresponding level 0 alert on the EAD has disappeared. • Compare the fuel quantity on the nav log (figure 4) with the FUEL QTY indications on the SD FUEL page.



Oxygen Masks Parts of the oxygen masks test are simulated: • On the first officer’s side check that both the OXY QTY and LINE PRESS are in the white band. In order to test the



pressure, move and hold the “LINE PRESS”-switch to the corresponding position. • Push and hold the “PRESS TO TEST AND RESET” lever on the mask’s cover and check for the oxygen flow sound.



Altimeters Set the QNH taken from the ATIS broadcast. Presently the QNH is set to standard, 29.92 inches of mercury. • Set the actual QNH on both ECP and on the SFDS. You should get an altitude readout on all three altimeters of 680ft.



Check that the maximum difference between all three altitude indications is 60ft. • Check that the two PFD altitude indications are within +50ft/-20ft of the apron’s elevation.



Note that in FSX all airports are flat hence you may use the reference altitude indicated on the airport charts. For KORD this altitude is 681ft. • Set the SFDS back to standard pressure of 29.92. • Check that the selected FCP altitude is displayed twice on both PFDs.
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Position verification / F-PLN Now that IRS alignment is complete, its position still needs to be verified. For this proceed to the REF INDEX page on the MCDU by pressing the ‘REF’ key followed by the ‘POS REF’ line. • On the POS REF 1/3 page check that both the FMC and IRS



(MIX) co-ordinates are within 1 minute of the airport reference point or the gate reference point, which is N41 58.5 W087 53.9 . • Proceed to the IRS/GNS POS page:



- Check that all IRS and GNS are in NAV mode. - Check all distances from the FMC position to the



individual IRS and GNS positions. The maximum allowed tolerance is 1nm.



The FMS uses the “Degrees:Decimal Minutes” coordinate system. In this case N41 obviously is the amount of degrees and 58.5 is 58 and a half minutes. Should you find a coordinate using the “Degrees:Minutes:Seconds” format it is obviously a simple task of dividing the seconds by 60 to get the decimal value.



Left picture: The position reference pages is hidden among the other pages available via the “REF”-key. Top right: The “(G/I)” next to the “FMC LAT/LONG” label indicates that the FMC uses both the GNS and the IRS position to calculate its actual position. Bottom right: If “NAV” is indicated next to each IRU label then the alignment is complete. Otherwise this label would show the alignment state plus the time required to complete alignment. The values at LSK R1, 2 and 3 indicate bearing and distance to the FMC calculated position. “6 SV” means that this GNS reciever is tracking 6 satellites. • On the F-PLN page recheck the departure route.



Note that there’s no real SID available on our route hence there are no vertical restrictions to double-check. Also there’s no engine out SID (EOSID) available in the database. The routing in case of an engine out at takeoff will have to be discussed at the takeoff briefing. Right at this moment ATC calls to give us our IFR clearance:



“Cleared to KJFK via the O’Hare 2 departure, radar vectors to DUFEE, then as filed, climb and maintain 5000, squawk 6711” Enter the transponder code now as this is required for taxi. Modern ground radar uses the transponder’s mode S functionality to label your aircraft with your flight number and display that on the controller’s screen. Take note of the SID and initial climb clearance for later use. At this point all cabin doors would have been closed by the cabin crew and the cargo doors would have been closed independently by the ground crew. As this is not automated in this simulation you will need to close all doors using the FS ACTION shortcuts menu.
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3.4 - Before engine start At this stage all loading, refueling and boarding activities are complete. It’s time to put the final numbers into the FMC and get the aircraft ready for pushback. Seat belts • Check that the “SEAT BELTS” switch is set to ON.



Weight and Takeoff data Although you got your final ZFW and CG data already when using the load manager tool, this data normally is handed over to the pilots once loading of the aircraft is completed. With this you get the final ZFW value and the ZFW CG to insert into the FMC. • on the WEIGHT INIT page insert the ZFW CG of 23.1 • Insert the TOCG - use the calculated CG value displayed on the



SD ENG page. It should display 26.8 .



• If not already done, confirm all three V-speeds on the TAKE OFF page by pushing the respective LSK next to them.



Confirm that V1, VR and V2 all appear on the PFD’s speed tape in magenta color. FLAP T.O. selector • Adjust the dial-a-flap selector to 10° of flaps.



Stabilizer • Check the STAB trim setting available on the FMC’s takeoff page. It should show a value of 5.1 degrees. • On the overhead HYD panel turn on the auxiliary pump 1 (labelled AUX 1). This will pressurize hydraulic system



number 3, allowing you to move the horizontal stabilizer. It will also provide brake pressure for the parking brake. • Set the trim to 5.1° using either the yoke trim switches or the long trim handle on the centre pedestal.



Parking brake Turning on the AUX 1 hydraulic pump also provides brake system 1 with the pressure necessary to activate the parking brake (if you see pressure for brake system 2 already this is because of the hydraulic system test we conducted earlier). • Pull the parking brake lever and confirm the “PARK” light is on. • Check the brake pressure gauge for system 2. The pressure should be



in the white band. If you have completed a hydraulic test you’ll have both system 1 and 2 in the white band. This picture is merely intended to show that there are actually two needles present.



Door alerts You’ll notice that even though you closed all the doors there’s still a DOOR OPEN level 1 alert on the EAD. • Select the SD MISC page to verify that all cargo doors are closed. An open cargo door would generate a level 2 alert. • Order the cabin crew to arm the escape slides on all cabin doors (via the FS ACTION shortcuts’ ‘CABIN DOORS’



page). • All door open alerts should disappear afterwards.
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Speedscales • Confirm that “TAXI” is displayed on both PFD speedtapes.



Beacon • Turn on the BCN using the exterior lights panel.



Normally you would turn on the beacon as soon as you receive the pushback clearance or the clearance for engine start in the case that there’s no pushback. Since we’re not using ATC on this flight we’ll just turn it on to indicate that we are ready for pushback. EXT PWR • Disconnect external power via the FS ACTION shortcuts menu.



Ready for pushback For pushback you may use whatever method suits you best. The built-in pushback function via the FS ACTION shortcuts menu is a convenient option but should you have AES installed (check the annex to this document to learn more about AES) this is the easiest method of all. You may also use the default FSX option to push. Whatever you do just keep in mind that after pushback the aircraft’s nose has to be pointing more or less southeast. Usually during pushback you get clearance from the ground crew to start the engines. Right then! Start the pushback and move on to the engine start: ENG IGN • Select engine ignition A as this is an even numbered flight.



AIR APU • APU bleed air is already activated so the packs will automatically shut down for engine start.



Should you fail to pull any of the starter switches within 2 minutes after selecting the ignition system the packs will turn back on. They will turn off again as soon as you pull a starter switch. Ready for engine start
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3.5 - Engine start The engines are started in the sequence 3 - 1 - 2. There are various parameters to observe for each engine in order to confirm not only that the starting is going as planned but also that the engine itself is in good condition. To speed up the engine start, the next engine can be started as soon as the starter valve of the previous one closes (starter knob pops in with the light extinguishing). However it is not possible for one pilot to check all parameters for two engines at the same time during start-up. Two pilots are required for this procedure. Therefore if you are flying a simulator all alone you must wait starting the next engine until the previous one reaches N1 idle rotation. Make sure you have a good view of both the EAD and the SD ENG page before you proceed. • Check that the oil quantity for engine 3 on the SD ENG page is 17 quarts or greater. Memorize the actual quantity. • Verify the respective throttle lever is at idle and the fuel switch is OFF. • Pull the engine start switch for engine 3. • Check that the switch light illuminates. • Check for oil pressure rise. • Check N2 rotation is present and increasing. • At max. motoring speed (must be above 15% N2) set the fuel switch to ON.



Max. motoring speed is the max. rotation possible on bleed air only. • Note the “CARGO DOOR TEST” level 0 alert on the EAD (this test is conducted automatically when starting engine



number 3 only). • Check that fuel flow is indicated • N1 rotation must start at the latest when reaching 40% N2. • At approx. 47% N2 the starter button will pop in with the light extinguishing. • Monitor the EGT until the engine is stabilized. Be ready to switch off the fuel should EGT climb rapidly above the limits. • When the engine is stabilized check that all parameters are in the following normal ranges:



- EGT: 200-400°C - N1: 20-26% - N2: 60-68% - FF: 1100-1700 lbs/hour - Oil pressure within normal range (no amber or red value) - Oil quantity has dropped at least 4 quarts compared to the indication before engine start Once engine 3 is stabilized, repeat the above steps for engine 1 and 2.



Engine 3 is stabilized at idle power, engine 1 is about to reach max. motoring speed and engine 2 is still off. Note that the APU is running at a 100% N1 to provide sufficient bleed air for engine start.



With three engines running stable at idle power you will notice that packs 1 and 3 have turned back on automatically.
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• Switch off APU bleed air



By pressing the “APU” button on the AIR panel, the air system will reconfigure system 2 to use engine bleed air for its pack the same way as systems 1 and 3 do. The electrical system is already configured for three engine generators so by switching off the APU bleed air the APU itself is no longer needed and will start its shutdown procedure automatically. After a cooling period the APU will start to spool down and its indications on the SD ENG page will disappear.



3.5 - After engine start There are a few more items to do before the aircraft is ready for taxi. Pushback is complete at this time and you’re holding position with the parking brake set. ANTI-ICE Since the OAT is below 10°C and the dew point is within 3° of the OAT, engine anti-ice must be turned on. • Activate all engine anti-ice buttons on the “ANTI-ICE” panel by pushing one button at a time. • Note that idle thrust will increase on all engines. • Airfoil anti-ice is not needed at this time. There are no known moderate or severe icing conditions present in any of the



cloud layers around Chicago so you can leave airfoil anti-ice OFF unless you get an “ICE DETECTED” alert on the EAD. Flaps/Slats Move the flaps lever into the dial-a-flap detent. The flaps will extend to the previously set 10°. Check that the flap indication on the PFD shows 10° without any slat disagree message. Flight controls • Select the SD Config page. • Rotate the control wheel to full left and full right and check for green aileron and spoiler boxes. • Move the control wheel to full forward and full aft and check for the green elevator boxes. • Move the rudder pedals to full left and full right and check for 2 green rudder boxes (the rudder is divided into a lower



and an upper rudder each connected to a different hydraulic system) Auto Brake • Set the auto brake selector to “T.O”. • Check for the blue “AUTO BRAKE T.O.” level 0 alert on the EAD. • Confirm the “ABS DISARM” light on the glareshield is OFF



Hand signal The “all clear” hand signal from the ground crew is a vital item before starting to taxi, however you will get this only if you have installed the previously mentioned AES add-on.
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3.6 - Taxi Taxiing a widebody aircraft is not as easy as many people think it is. This is mainly due to the fact that most of the consequences of errors made while taxiing can not be modeled within Microsoft Flight Simulator. Here nothing happens should you hit a taxiway edge light with the main gear and you don’t ruin your tires when you do 90 degree turns too fast. No cargo containers get blown away because you used too much thrust on the apron and there’s no consequences for ingesting ice and loose snow into the engines. The only thing that you can indeed mess up is the brake temperature. But despite this being the only consequence possible, let’s have a look at all the techniques and precautions necessary for a safe and fuel efficient taxiing. • Departing the gate keep the thrust as low as possible. Excessive thrust may cause damage to whatever equipment or



vehicle is present on the ramp. Due to limits in ground friction modeling within MSFS more thrust is needed compared to the real aircraft. However 50% N1 should not be exceeded under normal circumstances. Make sure that you wait for the aircraft’s reaction after a thrust increase before adding even more power. • Taxi slowly and avoid unnecessary brake application. Never exceed 25kts during taxi. If a taxi distance of more than 5



km is expected do not exceed 20kts to avoid endangering the structural integrity of the tires. • Do not exceed 10kts during turns to avoid nose wheel skidding. To relieve stress on the tires, maintain a straight path



after a turn before stopping the aircraft. • Keep in mind that the nose wheel is located 6 meters behind the pilot’s seat. The flight deck must overshoot the



centerline when entering a turn to keep the nose wheel on the centerline. This is more difficult on a PC flight simulator due to the limited view to either side of the aircraft. To minimize this issue, taxiing using the virtual cockpit is recommended. • If a turn is required immediately after brake release, use enough thrust to keep moving throughout the turn. Use



asymmetric thrust if your hardware allows it. • Avoid braking during turns whenever possible. • Remember that slight but continuous brake application is far worse for the brake temperature than using short but



more distinctive brake intervals. Remembering these points should get you safely to the runway with the brakes remaining in the normal temperature range. Now our current position is the taxiway abeam gate K16. Since we aren’t using the ATC feature with this flight, we look up the charts and select a feasible routing to runway 14R. Here’s a good route to use with the MD-11: • Taxi via: Taxiways A - A10 - T to runway 14R.



Release the parking brake, switch the “NOSE LT” to “TAXI”, turn on both wing lights and get on your way. Note that you must turn off your taxi light whenever you’re instructed to hold position. That way anyone looking at you knows that you do not have a clearance to move. The taxi flow and check coming up next should not be started immediately while still departing the ramp area. Two heads down with aircraft and cars going all possible directions around you is not the safest thing to do. When you do clear the ramp area, start the taxi flow by pulling the spoilers lever into the “armed” position.
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Spoilers • arm ground spoilers



ATC clearance Remember the ATC clearance you got before pushback? If you check the SID chart for the O’Hare 2 departure you’ll see that it instructs all departures to expect radar vectors to the first enroute fix, in our case this is ‘DUFEE’. With this in mind recheck the following: • set SID (in this case it’s not a “pilot nav” SID so it’s not very relevant for our departure) • NAV RAD page: The departure contains altitude restrictions at certain DME distances. For those you might want to



tune the ORD VOR (113.9) to get its DME reading. Additionally you may want to preselect 111.1 MHz with a course of 093° for a possible emergency return to the field. This is the ILS frequency for runway 10, the longest runway available for the current wind conditions. • Preselected speed, heading and altitude on the FCP: 250kts as there’s no other limit in place, heading 143 (runway



heading) and 5000ft, the clearance limit. • Do not arm the NAV mode. We’ll be departing with radar vectors, so the NAV mode is of no use there.



Takeoff briefing This is an important procedure before takeoff that is often neglected by pilots who use FS but have no real aircraft crew experience. The idea of this briefing is to discuss the departure procedure and what steps are to be taken at what phase during takeoff in case of an irregularity or an emergency situation. If you don’t set any failures and know that nothing out of the ordinary would happen to the aircraft, you might consider this briefing unnecessary, especially when there’s no first officer to talk to anyway! Since the PMDG MD-11 is capable of simulating various failure scenarios let’s think about it (no need to talk to yourself) so that you have an idea of what’s going to happen during the takeoff prior to entering the runway. • This will be a departure with radar vectors by ATC. • There are two types of takeoff aborts. Above 100kts it is considered a high-speed abort. In this case some airlines



require you to remain on the runway and call the fire brigade while assessing the situation. • Below 100kts you’d stop for anything showing on the EAD (keep in mind that alert messages are inhibited differently



so IF something does show in amber or red on the EAD it does so with good reason). Above 100kts you’d only abort for situations endangering a safe flight - like fire warnings, severe damage, loss of thrust, or takeoff configuration warnings. • If the decision to abort the takeoff is made, immediately retard the throttle levers to idle and select full reverse. Check



for spoiler deployment and observe the ABS deceleration. If the “ABS disarm” light illuminates immediately apply full manual braking. • In case of an engine fire, whenever possible position the aircraft in a way that the wind will blow the fire and smoke



away from the fuselage. • With a low speed abort it may not be necessary to come to a full stop and you might want to vacate the runway via the



next possible exit or according to ATC. • On a high speed abortion come to a complete stop, while deactivating reverse thrust and asses the situation. If an



evacuation is necessary proceed according the evacuation checklist (available in the QRH document page EP.20.30). • For any failure after V1 continue the takeoff, stabilize the flight path once airborne (proceed on runway heading) and



notify ATC afterwards. Engage the autopilot as soon as the flight director is centered, but not below 400ft AGL to ease workload. Then asses the situation to decide whether to dump fuel, proceed to a holding pattern (according the charts this would be at LAIRD) or land immediately. - In case of an engine failure fly straight ahead until 9 DME from ORD, then turn right to LAIRD - The LAIRD holding is defined by an inbound track of 269°, right hand pattern. • If there’s any failure requiring an immediate return to the airport we will request runway 10 for landing as this is the



longest runway available for the current wind conditions. Returning immediately would mean landing close to the maximum takeoff weight, hence the preference for the longest runway. That’s it for the takeoff briefing. Should anything abnormal occur after takeoff there’s enough time to discuss the situation and therefore does not have to be included in the takeoff briefing. Last revision: Oct 6, 2009
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Takeoff page / thrust • Check that the correct runway - 14R - is entered • Verify the OAT (5°C) • Verify the flaps setting (10°) • Verify the correct takeoff weight (484’000 lbs)



Do note that the TOW will not be exact to the pound compared to the planned value. Depending how much fuel was used during taxi, you might be carrying a few pounds more or less at takeoff. • Verify the correct thrust limit is displayed on the EAD (102.6% N1)



FCP • Arm the profile mode on the FCP by pressing



‘PROF’ and observe the corresponding indication present on the FMA. • Reconfirm that the heading is set to the runway



heading.



The FMA at this stage during taxi.



EAD • Check that the green box is displayed. • Review the present level 0 alerts



There should be no amber alerts on the EAD at this time. If there’s one and you can’t make any sense of it use the QRH document to review the alert (type the alert message into the document search box). Brake temperature • On the SD CONFIG page check that there’s no amber brake



temperature displayed.



Right: Brake temperature is indicated for each brake disk.



At this point you are ready for departure with only two more steps required before lining up on the runway. When approaching the runway, you may line up at your own discretion but keep an eye on any traffic should your FS aircraft collision setting be turned on. (I suggest turning collisions off permanently as it is not realistic at all and the AI traffic behavior can be unpredictable even when flying with ATC supervision). Line-up • Turn on the HI-INT lights (strobes) as soon as you



receive the line-up clearance from ATC, or in our case without ATC as soon as you decide to line up on the runway. • Always visually check the approach sector when



lining up on a runway. • Check the actual fuel on board and compare it to



the planned TOF (takeoff fuel) specified in the nav log at figure 8 to get an idea about the used taxi fuel. Make a note of the actual fuel on the nav log. If it is only differing by a few hundred pounds you do not need to make any re-calculations. • When lined up cross check the runway markings



with the heading to identify the runway. Last revision: Oct 6, 2009



Move the flight deck past the centerline before starting the turn. Again, the nose wheel is located 20ft behind you.
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3.7 - Take-Off After all the checks and preparations done prior departure, the takeoff itself is a pretty straight-forward procedure without a lot of button pushing. With the takeoff briefing in mind and the takeoff procedure memorized, the only difficult part is the decisions and the appropriate reactions if anything goes wrong, particularly at high speeds between 100kts and V1. Speaking of V1, this is the point from which you have to be able to fly the aircraft all alone without your captain or first officer assisting. Pilot incapacitation is a common scenario on simulator checkrides, often done after V1. The remaining pilot has to be able to handle the resulting increased workload not only under normal operations but also with system failures and environmental influences. As an example, such a scenario might be: Aircraft at MTOW, temperature above 30°C, takeoff followed by the pilot incapacitation above V1, followed by a wing engine failure on climb-out. This is what you have to be able to handle on the real aircraft, including ATC communications of course. So you see, flying an aircraft all alone on MSFS is not at all unrealistic, with the time between “before engine start” and V1 being the exception. Pilots have to be able to handle a two man crew aircraft all alone if the situation arises. Now before the takeoff clearance let’s review the correct takeoff procedure: For today’s flight this will be a standard rolling takeoff with reduction to climb thrust at 1500ft AGL and acceleration at 3000ft AGL. • Rotate at Vr with 2.5° per second up to the FD pitch bar. (tail strike with main gear struts compressed occurs at 10.5°



ANU) • The autopilot may be engaged at your discretion passing 400ft AGL. The FD bars must be centered with no pressure



required on the yoke when doing so. • Profile mode engages at 1500ft AGL reducing the thrust to CLB. • At 3000ft AGL the FMS commanded speed will increase allowing for a clean-up.



These are the basic numbers you need to know for the takeoff. There are of course various other details to be done or to be aware of during takeoff roll and initial climb. These will be mentioned further down during the step-by-step description for your takeoff. At this point your MD-11 is lined up on runway 14R ready for departure. As a reminder you’ll be expected to maintain runway heading until getting vectors to your first enroute fix. Engine anti-ice is on and there are low overcast clouds right above you with the possibility of icing and turbulence. Because we’re not using ATC on this flight you may depart at your own discretion. A takeoff clearance in this situation would soundlike this:



“American 2332 Heavy, fly runway heading, wind 062 at 11, Runway One Four Right, cleared for takeoff.” This clearance doesn’t differ from the one you got from clearance/delivery nor is it deviating from the SID chart. No need to change any setting on the FCP, so off you go... • Turn on the landing lights and set the nose wheel light to “LAND”. This way anyone who sees you knows that you’re



departing. • Right before starting the takeoff roll, switch the seat-belts sign to OFF and back to ON as a last reminder for the cabin



crew that departure is imminent. • Release the brakes now before advancing the throttle levers. • Advance the throttle levers to approx. 75% N1 and observe a smooth and symmetric acceleration of all engines. • Press “AUTO FLIGHT” on the FCP to engage ATS. Make sure the levers get moved forward by the ATS, if not then



advance the levers further until the ATS does take over. • Observe ATS advancing the throttle levers to takeoff thrust



(FMA should announce “T/O THRUST”)
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• Hold the control wheel and apply a light forward pressure to keep the nose wheel on the runway. This is most



important during low speeds when the rudder is not yet fully effective and the nose wheel is required for directional control. You may relax the forward pressure gradually with increasing airspeed to reach neutral at Vr. • If you need to keep the wings level during crosswind conditions (we only have a slight crosswind component of 3kts



on this takeoff though) apply a small amount of aileron input only. Too much aileron command would extend spoilers on one wing which is not desirable during takeoff roll. • At 80kts you’ll hear the first officer calling out his airspeed. You need to check that your airspeed tape is showing the



same at that moment and confirm it with a “checked”. • Verify that “T/O CLAMP” is announced in the FMA.



• At Vr rotate with 2.5° per second following the FD pitch bar



which will be moving to takeoff pitch. • The FD pitch will command an airspeed of V2 + 10. • You’ll hear the main gear leave the ground. Retract the landing gear after you’ve observed a climb rate indication.



Move the nose light switch to “OFF”. • The stabilizer trim setting you set prior departure should be spot-on for V2 + 10. If a trim change is required you should



apply it now. Remember that LSAS will not auto-trim if you keep pulling or pushing on the yoke. • At 400ft AGL, confirm the FMA is showing ‘HEADING 143’ in the center. • 400ft AGL is also the minimum altitude where you may engage the autopilot.



Most airlines do not specify an altitude at which the autopilot has to be engaged and leave that decision to the crew. The decision to make is “reducing workload” vs. “having hand-flying experience”. If the workload is low, meaning no adverse weather, no busy ATC and traffic situation, you may want to hand-fly an entire SID. However if there’s anything increasing your workload it is a good idea to engage the autopilot as soon as possible. At this moment you are required to read the tutorial document, plus a heading instruction by ATC followed by a route interception is coming up shortly. Since you're the only pilot on board this aircraft, engaging the autopilot is a good idea. So make sure your FD bars are centered and press “AUTO FLIGHT” on the FCP. • There are some altitude restrictions when flying this SID: Pass 5 DME ORD at or above 3000ft and 8 DME ORD at or



above 4000ft. We’ll be way above those restrictions, so this is of no consequence. • If you were talking to ATC, you’d be changing to the departure frequency now and would be greeted with a “radar



contact”. • At 1500ft AGL the profile mode will engage and thrust is



automatically reduced to climb thrust. Observe that the vertical window of the FMA is showing “CLB THRUST” and that the speed window is showing “185 PITCH” in magenta color. This tells you that the speed (in this case V2 + 10) is maintained by varying pitch while holding climb thrust. Magenta color means that the speed is commanded by the FMS. Maintain this speed until passing 3000ft AGL. • Passing around 2000ft ATC commands a left turn and clears you for a new altitude:



“American 2332 Heavy, turn left heading 110, climb and maintain one four thousand.” Select the new heading on the FCP. There’s no need to alter anything on the flight plan yet. Then select the new altitude on the FCP. You want to stay in profile mode so no pulling or pushing of the altitude selector is required. Do note however that “14000” is showing in white as it is not part of the vertical profile. • Passing 3000ft AGL the FMS commands a speed increase, taking into account the limits of the actual flap



configuration. Passing the flap retraction speed, retract the flaps by placing the lever into 0/EXT. Notice the FMS commanding a new speed once flaps are retracted. • Passing the slats retraction speed, (-SR) move the flaps lever to UP/RET. The FMS will increase the speed to 250kts.
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• Having retracted the flaps and slats another ATC instruction follows:



“American 2332 navigation.”



Heavy,



direct



DUFEE,



resume



own



Since you want to commence the turn as soon as possible it is best to start a heading mode turn towards the requested fix. Use the map display to simply turn the dashed heading line over that fix. Having done that, you have all the time you need to adjust the FMC flight plan with a direct to. Using the “DIR INTC” key on the MCDU, select DUFEE as your next fix and observe the updated magenta line from your actual position marked with “T-P” towards DUFEE. Then engage NAV mode on the FCP.



• Confirm the FMA is showing 250 PITCH I NAV2 I CLB



THRUST 14000 .



3.8 - Climb Climbing along the planned route in NAV and PROF mode things start to calm down. There’s the climb flow to be done passing 10,000ft plus a few administrative tasks to accomplish. When passing 10,000ft, the aircraft will automatically increase speed to ECON climb speed, which is 346kts today. Coming out of the clouds at around 12,000ft you may turn OFF the engine anti-ice by pushing all buttons on the anti-ice panel that show a blue ON indication (the momentary DISAG light is caused by the valve which is transitioning from an open state to a closed state hence momentarily “disagreeing” with the commended position – OFF/closed). While TAT might still be in the icing range there’s no icing to be expected as there are no clouds ahead and above. Should you encounter more clouds during the flight while the TAT is below 10°C and above -40°C consider re-engaging engine antiice. Having passed 10,000ft: • Exterior lights



Turn off and retract the landing lights by placing the two switches to “RET”. • Spoilers



Disarm the spoilers. • Flap Selector



Rotate the takeoff flap selector to 15°. • ABS



Rotate the auto brake selector to “OFF”. • Altimeters



The altimeter setting remains unchanged for the time being. • NAV RAD page



On the FMC’s NAV RAD page clear the frequency of the O’Hare VOR at NAV1 to allow auto tuning. Climb Checklist completed Also, now that we’re out of the clouds with no significant weather ahead (meaning no turbulence expected) the seat belts signs may be turned off. Last revision: Oct 6, 2009
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Reaching 14,000ft, ATC hands you off to Chicago Center which then instructs you to climb to flight level 350, your cruising level:



“American 2332 Heavy, climb and maintain flight level three five zero” • Dial in FL350 on the FCP and note that this level is shown in magenta color as it is defined in the FMC’s vertical profile



as cruising level. • Passing 18,000ft set the altimeters to standard pressure.



Having done the climb flow and check, have a look at the nav log document. Make a note of the actual take-off time at figure 6, which you either have memorized or you may obtain it by subtracting the flying time from the actual UTC time, both available at the upper right corner of the ND (the white time indicates actual UTC and the blue time shows the elapsed flying time.



Putting in individual winds at every waypoint is not necessary as we provided the FMC with an average wind during preflight. This is perfectly fine for a short flight such as this one. Left picture: The wind entered on the F-PLN INIT page is used for every waypoint. Right picture: Individual winds can be set on the F-PLN page 2/2. Should you change the wind for one waypoint, all waypoints following after that one will use the new wind setting.



What you do need to think about now is fuel. We did note the amount of taxi fuel used and corrected the FOB figure accordingly. Now while enroute it’s required that you do periodic fuel checks to note the difference from the planned FOB in the nav log. By doing so you will be able to see if there’s a trend towards an improving or a worsening fuel situation. This might be used as a basis to decide your cruising speed towards your destination. If for example you have more fuel than planned but you are behind schedule time wise you would have the option of flying a high speed cruise at Mach .84. You don’t need to check fuel at every waypoint as there might be very little distance between some of them. By now the waypoint “ELX” is the next to be overflown and thereby the chosen one for the first fuel check: Note the remaining fuel on board and write it down in the “FOB” field at the corresponding waypoint (figure 7). Compare this total amount of FOB to the “RFU” value next to it and note the difference between the two on the right. Use a minus sign if the FOB is smaller than the RFU to indicate a fuel shortage compared to the planned value and vice versa a plus sign to indicate a fuel surplus. This will be your trend indication for the remaining fuel on board compared to the fuel that was planned. Repeat this procedure for the following waypoints when overflying them: HAAKK / DOXXY / SOSIC / JHW / HOXIE / MAGIO
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3.8 - Cruise Once in cruise flight things get rather quiet. There’s no step climb to be done, no significant weather for this flight to be prepared for and no dinner suggestions to try to decide between. Just don’t miss the fuel check waypoints mentioned above. Should you miss one, do the check at the waypoint following immediately afterwards. FMS and systems cruise phase overview Passing the waypoint HAAKK and having done the fuel check let’s have a closer look at the aircraft and what’s going on with the systems when in cruise. • PFD



Looking at the PFD you will notice the FMA shows everything in magenta color. Cruising in FMS SPD mode at .826 Mach (THRUST indicating that speed is maintained by thrust), guided laterally by the NAV mode and the vertical mode in altitude “HOLD” mode. The magenta “35000” means that this flight level is part of your FMS profile. • Fuel



If you check the SD FUEL page you will see that the fuel system has configured itself to feed from the corresponding fuel tank in a “tank-to-engine” configuration. The tail fuel tank is not used with such small fuel loads. Looking at the fuel temperature you’ll notice that it’s still above freezing point. And since the actual outside air temperature (OAT) is a few degrees below ISA you should not expect any issues with the fuel temperature on this short flight. On longer flights a regular check of the temperature is required. The freezing temperature of JET A type fuel is -40°C. • SD



From time to time it is advisable to check all SD system pages to check for any abnormal readings. It is true that there’s a system alert for almost anything, however there are a number of cases where indications of a problem can show up on the SD way before any alert displays. As an example, dropping oil quantity in one of the engines will not trigger an alert immediately and could signal an impending engine failure. This is a good time to cycle through all SD pages. • FMC Progress Page



Selecting the PROG page on the MCDU, you have some important estimates show for the flight. The number at ETA shows the estimated time of arrival at the destination (and for the alternate airport one line below). Do note that this number is based only on the “facts” that the FMC is aware of. Most likely, we won’t fly the approach exactly as it was entered into the FMC, we’ll need some additional trackmiles to descend and decelerate. Furthermore, this number shows the time of touch down and not the time on block at the gate at KJFK. The planned on block time is 22:20 UTC according to the nav log. EFOB shows the estimated amount of fuel on board at touchdown. Again this is a number you can compare to the planned value on the nav log (ziffer XXXX). • FMC Perf Page



If you’d like to see the time and distance to go until the top of descent point you may press the “PERF” key on the MCDU.
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• Closest Airports



Although not important on this short flight over the US and along the Canadian border let’s have a look at the the list of the closest surrounding airports available within the FMC. Press the ‘REF’ button on the MCDU followed by the LSK 3L to select this list. This will show the four closest airports capable of handling an MD-11 regarding the available runway length. That being said, this page is of limited use over a populated area within US territory. It will become quite useful though when flying long range over oceans and other uninhabited areas. TCAS Note that if you have AI traffic active or custom AI traffic for FSX, FL350 is a common level used by these aircraft. This might result in an increased chance of getting a TCAS resolution advisory (RA) during cruise. So what to do if you do get an RA? The first and most important thing is, don’t panic. Normally and RA is preceded by a traffic alert (TA), so usually you won’t get an RA In extreme situations it may be required to out of nowhere. disengage the autopilot to follow the instructions. In this case the FD bars will be • Immediately follow the RA instruction. Rotate the V/S wheel to removed automatically. set the vertical speed indicator into the green band. • Be prepared to get a different RA instruction at any time. This



may even be the exact opposite of the previous command. • Try to locate the traffic visually. • Monitor your instruments with an emphasis on speed. • Once clear of the traffic return to your cleared flight level by



setting the FCP to climb or descend accordingly.



Important: Do not change pitch in an aggressive manner as this might cause injury for passengers or cabin crew, or anyone else not seated during the maneuver. There’s no time to communicate with the cabin in the event of an RA.



Planning ahead for the descent Having passed the fix “HOXIE”, its time to think about what we need to do during the descent phase. First things first, you might want to consider turning on the seat belts sign a couple of minutes before starting the descent. On a fully loaded MD-11 there are always those passengers who need to use the lav at exactly the time you turn on the cabin signs. This will keep things good even for those few. Overflying the fix MAGIO will be a good time for this. With the weather in mind, you must expect icing conditions during the approach. You’ll probably have to use anti-ice when descending into the clouds. We did plan for the LENDY5 arrival into KJFK so we already entered it into the FMC back at the departure gate. In accordance with the weather and runway operations we also selected the approach for Runway 13L as this is the most probable runway in use. (Actually that’s just the approach I want you to fly for this tutorial, meaning I chose that one and set the weather accordingly). Do note that you have to expect runway (and therefore approach) changes at any point before passing the IAF. To change those just select the LAT REV page of the last fix of your STAR (in this case LENDY) and select ‘STAR’ via the LSK1R. Then select the new approach and runway on the right.
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Looking at the STAR chart for the LENDY5 we see two altitude restrictions. The first at ‘HARTY’ requires us to cross the fix at or below FL230. The second restriction is to cross LENDY at FL190 and 250 knots indicated. In case you are wondering why they have a restriction this high so close to the airport, the reason is quite simple: Newark (KEWR) and La Guardia (KLGA) are both major airports right in between LENDY and ASALT, the IAF for your approach. You might also realize now why there’s such a difficult VOR/Visual approach for Runways 13L and 13R. Lining up for them brings you right over the La Guardia traffic... Select the F-PLN page and check if both altitude restrictions are present at the specified fixes.



Top: Displaying the airports on the navigation display visualizes the tight spacing between all those international airports in the New York area. Bottom: As you can see the altitude restrications are set (next to LSK 4R and 6R). There’s also the speed restriction of 250kts for LENDY.



Approach briefing As things will get somewhat busy during descent with a lot of reading to do already, let’s do the approach briefing now shortly before starting the descent: The approach flown today is one of the more uncommon non-precision approaches. It does start as a normal VOR approach with a missed approach point at 800ft MSL. However, reaching that MAP, the runway is not located right in front of you on a nice and steady 3° glide path. Instead, the airport is on your right with the runway 90 degrees offset to the track you’ve just flown. It’s very much like the famous “checkerboard” IGS approach into Hong Kong Kai Tak all those years ago, but without the high buildings and the hilly terrain to the left. This makes it a bit easier to fly and you also do have some more distance available on short final. Looking at the chart for this VOR approach you’ll notice that it is available for both runway 13L and 13R. We’ll land on 13L today as this runway has better approach lighting and the final turn is a bit wider. However the runway is quite short compared to 13R making the deceleration a bit more challenging. You’ll start by overflying ASALT at 3000ft going into a continuous descent at a 2.3° angle. You’ll cross the Canarsie (CRI) VOR at 1500ft and proceed further down to a minimum of 800ft. If you do not have the runway in sight at that point you’ll have to initiate a go around. If you do see the runway, its VASI and the lead-in lights ahead you may continue visually. *Note: If you do not have add-on scenery installed for KJFK you will NOT see any lead-in lights! Runway 13L has 9095ft available for landing which is quite sufficient as it is dry today. However the gates at which American Airlines is based are located right abeam the threshold of this runway. This means the sooner you exit the runway, the shorter your taxi route will be. Looking at the taxiways you’ll see that you have 3 possibilities for exiting the runway. The first and best would be taxiway ZA as you would not have to cross runway 22R after vacating 13L. This should be your preferred exit. Should you miss that one you’ll have Y and YA after the runway crossing. Having ZA in mind you should consider using a medium auto brake setting as ABS will start braking as soon as the main gear touches down. Use full reverse. This will make exiting at ZA possible.
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Missed approach: In case of a go around, turn right to a heading of 100° while climbing to 4000ft. On this heading, intercept the JFK 078° radial outbound to DPK. You’ll have that radial displayed on the ND, greatly easing orientation on the missed approach. • Check that the missed approach waypoints are present. • If you need to go around before DMYHL do NOT turn right immediately



but wait until passing the MAP.



Noise abatement is very important on this approach. You need to stay on the flight track as closely as possible. Furthermore, knowing the weather forecast you have to expect a crosswind component on short final. Know also that you’ll have to kick out the crab angle before touchdown if there’s a significant wind correction angle necessary.



3.9 - Descent Today’s calculated top of descent point is located approx. 8 nautical miles prior the Wilkes-Barre VOR (LVZ). A few miles prior reaching the T/D ATC tells us:



“American 2332 Heavy, descend at pilot’s discretion to cross HARTY at or below FL230, descend and maintain FL190.” So ATC tells us to start the descent whenever it’s best for our aircraft. In other words we’ll be able to descend in profile mode. • Select flight level 190 on the FCP in accordance with the ATC clearance.



Left: The FMA will show “PROF TO 19000” and “HOLD 35000” in the vertical part to indicate that it will descend along the profile to the selected flight level. “PROF TO” appears if there’s one or more altitude restrictions before reaching the selected level, in this case these are our CRZ level (because we’re not yet descending) and the restriction at HARTY. Center: Reaching the T/D the FMA will show a vertical alert prior starting the descent. Right: It then changes to “PROF 23000” and descend according to the calculated vertical profile based on the restrictions in the STAR.



Should you start your profile descent AFTER the T/D then the profile mode will do an idle descent showing “IDLE” in magenta until intercepting the calculated profile (and displaying a small white circle on the route where it will do so) where it then will change to a magenta PROF. Should ATC tell you to start your descent BEFORE the T/D thus descending below your profile you may dial the rate of descent after lowering the FCP altitude. Then if you are below the calculated profile and wish for the autopilot to recapture your descent profile just press PROF. The FMA will display a magenta V/S to indicate that it will maintain the selected vertical speed until intercepting the calculated profile. A magenta “I/P” on the route is a visual representation of that intercept point. Should you fly this tutorial a second time you’re welcome to play with these PROF modes as this STAR provides a good opportunity for doing so since it has a shallow descent profile. There are a few items to set and check once commencing the descent: • Status



Review the STATUS page and the CONSEQ page on the SD to check for any anomalies. (If you didn’t set any system failures there won’t be any on either of these pages.)
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• APPR page



Select the FMC approach page and check for the following: - The correct landing runway is entered (RWY13L). - Verify the landing weight - You’ll notice that the aircraft is actually close to the maximum allowed landing weight of 458,000lbs. - Verify the selected flaps value. As we will be landing with flaps 35 you do not need to change this. - On the GO AROUND page verify the altitudes for CLB THRUST, ACCEL and EO ACCEL. Looking at the approach chart, there are no out of the ordinary requirements regarding the climb-out on the missed approach procedure. The displayed values therefore can be left unchanged. • Windshield anti-ice



If high humidity conditions are expected during descent and approach (such as clouds and/or fog) you’ll have to turn on windshield anti-ice. As we do have clouds on our approach, proceed to the anti-ice panel and switch both L and R “WINDSHIELD ANTI-ICE” to ON and check for the “NORM” light to appear. You’d only select the “HIGH” setting here if heavy icing is expected or if the normal setting is not sufficient. This should not be the case for today’s flight. • ND heading



Verify the ND heading is set to magnetic. Descent check completed



• ATIS



MSFS has a fixed limitation of a 66nm range to receive the ATIS broadcast. For this reason set COM2 to the ATIS frequency now and activate it on the com panel. To set this, select VHF2 on any of the three frequency selectors, dial in 128.725 on the STBY side and switch this frequency into the ACTIVE field. Then on the volume control panel, press the white volume selector for VHF2. The selector will be lit when active. Once in range you’ll hear the ATIS broadcast automatically. When done just press the VHF2 knob on the volume panel to silence that frequency.



• Profile descent, speed, thrust



Looking at the FMA you’ll notice that the PROF mode usually will not descend at idle thrust (when it’s right on the profile that is). For example “290 THRUST” means that speed is maintained by adjusting engine thrust. Now if for any reason ATC asks you to expedite a descent, in this situation you would not pull the speedbrake lever but instead select an idle clamp descent via the FCP. This mode commands the engines to idle and then uses pitch to achieve and maintain the target speed. Only if this is not enough would you add speedbrakes on top of idle clamp.
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• Descent speed



Some airlines have a policy speed for descent and others use the ECON speed calculated by the FMC, which is dependent on the CI used. If you didn’t change the setting in the PMDG menu then you are presently descending with the speed set to policy 290. If you want to override the policy setting (for example if ATC asks for high speed for traffic separation) you may do so on the PERF DES page of the FMC. To accomplish this just press the CLR key followed by the LSK next to POLICY 290. The FMS will then command ECON descent speed. For today’s flight we’ll stay at 290kts.



• Rate of descent



Given the fact that you’ll be at FL230 or below at HARTY with a long distance to go and only 4000ft to lose until LENDY, keep an eye on your descent rate. Chances are high that the PROF mode will result in a RoD of only 200-300fpm, especially after passing STW. Note that a low RoD like this is only allowed if you get a descent instruction including “at pilots discretion” or certain crossing level instructions. If you get a standard descent clearance you’ll have to manually increase your RoD to 1000fpm. ATC assumes at least a 1000fpm descent if not instructed or informed otherwise. - If you need to increase the rate just dial it in using the vertical speed selector on the FCP. PROF mode will be cancelled, showing a white “V/S” in the FMA. - If you want you can re-engage PROF once below the profile so that the aircraft will capture the profile again when approaching it. Right: On the left side the AFS is in V/S mode with a white “V/S” in the FMA. On the right side it is in PROF mode but the selected V/S is maintained, indicated with the magenta “V/S”.



• Speed at LENDY



The STAR chart tells us to expect to cross LENDY at a speed of 250kts. Checking the F-PLN page you will see that this speed is programmed into the FMC already. At some point between STW and LENDY the FMS will command the speed reduction. Don’t be surprised if this seems rather conservative at first. However speed reduction at lower altitudes during descent is rather slow and whenever possible the use of speedbrakes should be avoided (not only because of fuel efficiency but also because passengers do not like noise and vibration).
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• NAV setting / Instruments



Looking at the approach chart for the VOR/DME approach runway 13L there’s some set up to do for your navigation equipment and instruments. Although we’ll fly the approach with the maximum automation available including NAV and PROF modes, some settings are necessary for more accurate readings, correct procedures and backup. - Access the RAD NAV page of the FMC and put in “CRI/041” for NAV1. Enter “JFK/078” for NAV2. This way you have the Canarsie VOR tuned and the radial leading to the MAP ready. NAV2 will be used for the missed approach. - Set the minimums to an altitude of 800ft. On the ECP switch the minimums to “BARO” and dial in 800ft looking at the reading on the PFD. - You MAY tune the ILS frequency for Runway 13L to use it as a guide after the MAP (you would level off and then follow the glide path to the runway). Be aware that this will trigger a GPWS glideslope warning during the approach which you will have to cancel. This is not necessary if there’s still daylight and the visibility is clearly above the minimums so I suggest leaving the ILS inactive. Left picture and top right: These nav radio settings will give you visual aids for the required radials. You will most likely not intercept them using the AFS as there are waypoints along the radials you may use instead. Bottom right: Do not forget to set the minimum to 800ft ASL. If you’d like to use a decision hight instead of a min. descend altitude it would be 787ft AGL.



Transitioning form the STAR to the approach • Exterior lights



You’re about to enter the approach area of three major airports and you’re about to leave FL190 so it’s time to switch on an array of exterior lights: - Switch on both landing lights - Switch on both runway turnoff/wing lights. They are very useful for visibility to other pilots who are looking at the side of your aircraft. - Since the sun is about to set, switch on the logo light. • Interior lights



Approaching sunset the ambient lighting on the flight deck gets more and more dimmed. There are no procedures for using the panel lights. Set them however you see them fit. Switching on the panel lights for the overhead, FCP, main panel and pedestal would be the best thing to do at this point. After LENDY there’s a straight line to ASALT, which isn’t what you’d fly if you were under ATC supervision. You would get vectors to ASALT so that you are at exactly 3000ft at that fix and the aircraft’s nose is pointed into the direction of the approach track. In absence of ATC for this flight you will have to give yourself your own vectors for this short period. This is an excellent opportunity for you to check your knowledge about the descent performance of this aircraft. It is not possible to list radar vectors step by step in this guide as there’s no way to make sure you’re at the intended position once the next heading instruction arrives. Instead, you’ll give yourself the vectors you need to accomplish 3000ft, 180kts and heading 042 when over the fix ASALT. Here are some guidelines and hints to keep in mind: • Leave LENDY on a heading of 190 for a start. Then turn further right at your discretion to get additional trackmiles.
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• Select 3000ft on the FCP and PULL the altitude selector. The



aircraft will start an idle descent retarding the throttle levers to idle thrust. • When passing 18’000ft set the actual QNH on the ECP. You noted



the actual altimeter setting already as you were listening to the ATIS broadcast. • Use speedbrakes to increase the rate of descent if desired. • Remember that you can not use speedbrakes together with flaps.



They are allowed when used together with slats however. • Rate of descent for the actual weight at 250kts is: 1700ft/min with



speedbrakes retracted and 2500ft/min with speedbrakes full. • Watch your speed. FMS SPD might not always do what you want it



to do. Whenever the FMS commands a speed too slow for you, select the speed manually on the FCP. Don’t slow down too early as the FADECs will increase idle thrust as soon as you extend the slats. • If you need an update on your altitude versus the vertical profile



while in heading mode, just enter a direct-to to ‘ASALT’. The FMC will recalculate and update the flightpath and display the updated vertical deviation on the ND and on the PERF DES page of the FMC.



Keep this direction until you pass some miles abeam “ASALT”. Turning to intercept right abeam that fix might give you enough trackmiles to descend, but not to decelerate in addition to the descent.



• Don’t forget anti-ice. Whenever you enter clouds and TAT is below



10° you should activate ENG anti-ice. The same goes for other types of visible moisture in low visibility. There’s no reports of moderate or severe icing today, so ENG anti-ice will most likely suffice. However if you DO see ice build up on anything in front of your windscreen consider activating airfoil anti-ice anyway. The same applies of course should there be an amber ICE DETECTED level 1 alert if ENG anti-ice is already on. • Anti-Ice uses bleed air to operate. For that reason the FADECs will increase



engine idle thrust while any engine or airfoil anti-ice is activated. This will affect the rate of descent during an idle descent. • Remember to be at 3000ft approaching ASALT, flaps set to 28° and speed at



180kts. Right: Make sure to stay in heading mode while checking the profile deviation using the direct-to method. Turn on NAV mode only when you’re sure that the aircraft will indeed OVERFLY ASALT on the required radial.
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3.10 - Approach ASALT is the IAF (initial approach fix) for the VOR approach to runway 13L. You are approaching 3000ft and 2 miles away from ASALT when ATC tells you:



“American 2332 Heavy, cleared VOR Runway 13L approach” At this moment your FMA should look like this regarding altitude, speed and heading: If it does and you are indeed following the radial to CRI at or reaching 3000ft then then you’re ready to commence the approach. Engage the PROF mode and set the FCP altitude to 800ft. Switch to TRK and FPA on the FCP in case you need to make manual adjustments and to get the FPV symbol back. Leaving 3000ft, extend the landing gear, switch the nose wheel light to “LAND” and set your speed to Vref + 10kts. Having checked the FMC APPR page, you know that your Vref is 157kts. 5 knots is added for the wind correction but we’ll round it up to 10kts for the final turn ahead (remember that Vmin increases at high bank angles). Do not change the FMS approach speed but select this speed on the FCP instead. We’ll reduce to the FMS Vapp later on. With four greens for the landing gear, select flaps 35°, the landing setting. Time for the approach check: • QNH



Check that the correct altimeter setting is present on the PFD. • Autobrake



While autobrake is not mandatory on a dry runway, consider setting it to MED as discussed during the approach briefing. • Spoilers



Arm ground spoilers. Meanwhile, the aircraft continues to fly the approach on autopilot in PROF and NAV mode. You will be overflying the Canarsie VOR at 1500ft and continue to DMYHL. Start to look for the runway visually when passing CRI as well as the lead-in lights ahead. You will have no problems seeing the runway at the MAP including the VASI. Overflying DMYHL, level off at 800ft, disconnect the autopilot and follow the lead-in lights to Runway 13L by initiating the right turn. Start descending again according the VASI. I strongly recommend you turn off the flight director at this point and set the missed approach altitude (4000ft), otherwise you’ll have to readjust the FCP values constantly to get correct FD guidance. The FD will re-appear automatically when initiating a go around. Note: When using the AFS’ PROF mode for the descent from ASALT to the minimum the aircraft will in most cases try to level off over the Canarsie VOR for a short period before continuing the descent. This is due to the altitude restriction for CRI and the design of the PROF mode. If you want to avoid this short level off you may descent without PROF. To achieve this, just select 800ft when approaching the FAF and then when passing ASALT, immediately select an FPA descent of 2.3° via the FCP. This way you’ll get a smooth descent right to the minimum. Both methods of descent - PROF or FPA - are perfectly fine for this approach.
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Left: In this situation you’ll have the lead-in lights ahead to follow, if you are using a scenery add-on. If you’re not then you’ll have to start looking for the runway and its VASI lights earlier to be able to judge when to turn. Right: Should you see the VASI before reaching the minimum descend altitude you may stop descending and use the VASI for guidance.



Regarding auto thrust (ATS), it is your decision on whether you want to disconnect that too or leave it engaged. There are airlines that require pilots to control thrust manually whenever the AP is off and others make the use of ATS mandatory if available. Others leave the decision to the flight crew. If you decide to proceed with ATS ON you won’t need to touch the throttle levers until after touchdown. If you’d like to fly with ATS OFF just keep in mind that watching your speed while looking for the runway and VASI during the turn requires some practice, especially if you’re not equipped with a head tracking device and are using the virtual cockpit. If you are flying this approach for the first time I suggest leaving ATS engaged. Once initiating the turn it’s time for the final check, normally done by the pilot non-flying (PNF - the one you don’t have with you in FS): • Gear



Observe four green lights. • Flaps / Slats



Check that flaps 35 is indicated on the PFD. • Spoilers



Check armed. • EAD



Confirm the empty green box is displayed on the EAD alert area. • FCP altitude



Set the FCP altitude to the initial altitude for the missed approach, in this case 4000ft.



“American 2332 Heavy, wind 074 at 11 knots, Runway 13L cleared to land” You just got the landing clearance. The last thing to do is when you are aligned on the runway axis to press ‘FMS SPD’ on the FCP. This will cancel those additional 5 knots we have added to Vapp for the turn so you’re now on short final at 162kts approach speed. All you have to do now is land the MD-11 in the touchdown zone. Here are some hints and important facts for landing the airplane: • Do not exceed 1000fpm RoD when passing 300ft AGL. • There’s a crosswind component of 9kts from your left. Be aware of this when lining up on the final approach track. If



you turn the aircraft precisely on the runway track the wind will push you to the right of the centerline. • Keep your eyes away from the instruments when passing 200ft and judge the flare according visual cues and the



callouts only. • Eliminate the crab angle present by using the rudder. A slight aileron input might be required at the same time to



counteract the roll caused by the yaw movement. Start to reduce the crab angle between 200 and 100ft above ground. • Aim to cross the threshold at 35 to 50ft radio height. Note that Runway 13L has a displaced threshold.
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• Confirm that the ATS is retarding the throttles to idle at around 45ft. If you don’t have the engine instruments visible on



your screen at that point you may use your ears to determine that. • Start flaring the aircraft at about 35ft above the runway. A little bit earlier if you’re on a more than 3° glide path and a



little bit later if you’re below a 3° glide path. • Listen for your first officer calling “spoilers deployed” upon touchdown. If for any reason they do not deploy you must



do this manually. • Note that a tail strike with landing gear struts compressed will occur at a pitch of 10.5° ANU. • Press F2 once to select idle reverse, press and hold F2 for a couple of seconds for full reverse. • Note that reverse thrust is most effective at high speeds. Don’t delay the application of reverse and do not wait for



nose wheel touchdown. • If you are using the ABS then monitor the deceleration. Whenever you feel that ABS efficiency is unsatisfactory use



manual braking. • Manual braking is best accomplished by pressing the brake pedals in a gradual manner, slowly increasing pressure.



Do not release the pedals before reaching taxi speed. (Note: this is only possible if you’re using hardware brake pedals connected to your computer. Realistic braking with the keyboard or a joystick button is not possible as this allows only for no braking versus full braking) • Using the above technique you may reach full braking without fear of overheating the brakes. • If full reverse is used, start to reduce to idle reverse at 80kts to reach idle at 60kts. • Maintain idle reverse until you reach taxi speed. Then select reverse OFF. • If ABS is in use and you don’t touch the brakes, it will bring you to a complete stop. To disarm ABS, tip your brake



pedals and note the “ABS DISARM” light that comes on. You may do this at any point during rollout but do it at the latest when reaching taxi speed. • Spot your runway exit and leave the runway. Remember the passenger terminals are to your right. • Turn off the landing lights when turning off the runway center line and move the nose wheel light switch from LAND to



TAXI.



Go around Performing a go around and flying it according to procedure isn’t difficult, however it requires some training to get it right. After all, the required steps can not be read from a checklist but have to be executed from memory. This means you not only need to have the go around procedure memorized, but the actual missed approach procedure required for the current approach as well. You do have the approach chart available but since things might occur in a fast sequence it is strongly advised that you at least have the first few steps memorized. And remember, you’re all alone on the flight deck for this flight. While a rated pilot has to be able to perform a go around all alone, the procedure is considerably easier to fly using two-crew operation procedures. In case you do need to abort your landing and go around here’s the procedure tailored to the missed approach segment of this VOR approach. You will not have any problem seeing the runway at the minimum altitude, but there are other reasons for a second landing attempt, including messing up the final turn, being unstable on short final, or being too high or too fast. So, if you do need to execute a go around any time between the the fix “DMYHL” and 10ft AGL follow this procedure: • Go Around pushbutton



The first step is to get the aircraft into go around mode. Press the go around button located between and on top of the throttle levers. Thrust will be advanced to go around thrust. Do note that you have to press the G/A button even if you advance the throttles manually with ATS off. This is required to get the AFS into go around mode. • Pitch



Rotate the aircraft to a pitch ANU of 15° initially. Note: Do not pull up in an aggressive manner. When executing a go around at very low altitude this might result in a tail strike. • Flaps



Set flaps to 28°.
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The three steps above have to be executed nearly simultaneously. They are the most important ones that get you away from the ground and give you the energy to climb away. • FMA



Check “GO AROUND” indication present in FMA. • Gear



Retract the landing gear as soon as your altitude is increasing. • Heading



Set heading 100°, pull the HDG selector and follow the FD turn commands. • Pitch



Adjust the pitch to the FD command and check that the missed approach altitude is set (4000ft). • Speed



Maintain at least Vmin +5 • Autopilot



When at or above 400ft AGL check that the FD bars are centered and engage the autopilot as soon as they are. • Routing



Maintain heading 100° until approaching JFK VOR radial 078° outbound. Then proceed along that radial to DPK and hold. Set a direct-to for DPK once established on the radial and engage the NAV mode. • Clean-up



The ATS speed setting will remain at Vmin+5. At any time you wish to increase your speed and clean up the aircraft press ‘FMS SPD’ and retract the flaps and slats according the speed bugs on the speed tape.



Left: The first part of the routing for the missed approach is to fly a heading of 100°. Center: You may fly the required radial by proceeding along the F-PLN route from ‘INTCPT’ to ‘DPK’ and use the NAV mode for this. Make sure that you are are following the radial before entering the direct-to. Right: Vmin+5 is set automatically. The magenta circle below the flap speed limit indicates that you can do the clean-up by switching to FMS SPD.



To fly the second approach after the go around use the heading mode to vector yourself to a position near ASALT. On the F-PLN page you may add the approach after ‘DPK’ by selecting the ‘LAT REV’ page of that waypoint and selecting again ‘STAR’. The FMS will set a default cruising altitude after go around of 10’000ft. Should you not climb that high before commencing another approach you will need to set the cruising altitude on the INIT page yourself. Do this after you have reached the maximum altitude after the go around.
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3.11 - After Landing Having vacated the runway you may contact ATC and ask for parking, use AES if installed to request a follow-me car or simply taxi by yourself. The following gates allow for heavies to park and are used by American Airlines: Terminal 8 Gates H4, H6, H9, H11, H14, H16, H18, H20, H32 The closest suitable gate to park coming from runway 13L would be H18. • If you vacate the runway before the intersection at ZA you’ll have to proceed via EA - B - TA to the mentioned gates. • If you cross runway 22R and exit onto Y, you’ll proceed via Y - F - B - TA. • If you vacate at the end you will taxi via YA into Y and then as described above.



Note: If you use FSX without any add-on scenery, then the KJFK airport you’ll encounter is not quite up to date with the charts you might have. For our flight it’s good enough and you may use the taxiways specified above. While you are off the runway and starting to taxi towards the gate, use the same procedures for taxiing mentioned on page 22. Immediately after leaving the runway the “after landing” flow must be performed: • Spoilers



Retract and disarm the ground spoilers. • Flaps / slats



Move the flaps lever to UP/RET and confirm the slats and flaps are retracting AND disappear from the PFD. • Stabilizer



Trim the horizontal stabilizer to 3° ANU. • APU



Push the APU PWR button on the ELEC panel and check that the green “AVAIL”-light is flashing. • HI INT lights



Turn off the HI INT lights as soon as you’re clear of the runway. • Auto brake



Set the ABS selector to OFF. While carefully taxiing to the arrival gate, there’s not much more to do regarding the aircraft’s systems. When turning into the gate position, move the nose wheel light switch to OFF to avoid blinding the ground crew. This is all the more important at night if a marshaler is present. Note that for a 90-degree turn into the gate you will need to taxi past the gate’s center line before turning so as to end up right on top of the line. Taxi slowly until you get the stop signal and then come to a complete stop.
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3.12 - Parking Even though you have arrived at the gate do not rush things and complete the parking flow carefully: • Parking brake



Set the parking brake by pulling the lever or using the keyboard command. Caution: Never release the brake pedals before setting the parking brake as this might be hazardous for the ground crew getting the chocks in place. Check that the BRAKE light is on. • ELEC power



Check that the APU AVAIL light is steady green. • Fuel switches



Move all fuel switches to OFF. Check that EGT is decreasing and “FUEL OFF” is indicated instead of the fuel flow. • Seat belts



Move the seat belts switch to OFF. • Yellow door selectors



Use any MCDU to proceed to the FS ACTIONS shortcuts and press the LSK next to “CABIN DOORS”. Press “DISARM ALL” to simulate the call to the cabin crew to disarm the slides. The “DOOR OPEN” level 1 alert will appear even though no door has been opened yet. (While having that page displayed you might want to open the L2 door to simulate the cabin crew opening the main door for de-boarding, as well as the cargo doors as the ground crew would start opening them now) • Exterior lights



Switch off the BCN light. Switch all exterior lights to off EXCEPT the NAV lights and the LOGO light (as the sun has set already) • IRS



Move all three IRS mode selectors to OFF. • AIR panel



Press the APU button on the AIR panel to provide air conditioning while passengers are on board. De-boarding a fully loaded MD-11 is not a two minute process. • Fuel pumps



Verify that all fuel pumps except the number 2 fuel tank are OFF. • Brake temperature



Select the SD CONFIG page and check the brake temperature. Confirm that there’s no amber temperature reading present. • Parking brake



By now the chocks are in place and the ground crew will have told you so via the intercom (not simulated). Release the parking brake. Now the aircraft’s state is set for a transit stop. If this is a terminal stop for overnight parking or towing the aircraft to maintenance later on, you would proceed with these steps: • EXT PWR



External power will be connected (you have to do this via the FS ACTIONS shortcuts on the MCDU). Green AVAIL lights illuminate if EXT PWR is connected. Push the EXT PWR button and confirm that the blue “ON” light is present. Push the GLY PWR button if galley power is necessary. • APU



Turn off the APU by pressing the START / STOP button on the APU panel. Note: If external pneumatic air is in use, the packs will remain on. • EMER PWR



On the ELEC panel switch the emergency power to off after all passengers have left the plane. • EMER LT



Move the emergency light switch to OFF after all passengers have left the plane. • CRTs / Cockpit lights



Switch off all six displays and the three MCDU displays. Switch off all panel and flood lights. Last revision: Oct 6, 2009
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3.13 - Full Shutdown (Maintenance) Normally pilots do not conduct a full shutdown of the airplane, this is left for the maintenance crew. However, if you have to do this here’s how to proceed: • AIR



If external pneumatic air is in use switch the AIR system to MANUAL and turn OFF all three packs. • Doors



Check that all cabin and cargo doors are closed except the one you will use to leave the aircraft. This one will have to be closed without electrical power. • Lights



Switch off the dome light and the LOGO light. The NAV light switch may be left ON as these are always on if there’s power on the aircraft. • EXT PWR



Switch off EXT PWR and GLY PWR. • Battery



Switch off the main battery by pressing the guarded BAT switch. This will put the aircraft in a cold & dark state and therefore conclude this tutorial flight.
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4. Appendix 4.1 - Recommended Add-On Software Charts There’s no flying without charts, they are mandatory for a realistic flight experience and a requirement to be able to fly the correct instrument navigation procedures. Following the magenta line on the ND is not enough. There are a few good sources to get charts from: • VATSIM



The virtual ATC organization provides charts for many US airports free of charge. http://dtpp.myairplane.com • Navigraph



Worldwide airport and enroute charts. They get updated regularly but are not free. http://ndac.navigraph.com Take-Off and Landing Data Data about an aircraft’s performance for the actual flight is critical information needed for flight planning, aircraft loading and inflight decision making. For both take-off and landing planning there is an excellent tool available, called TOPCAT, working much like the software that is used on the real MD-11’s electronic flight bags (EFBs). Use it to calculate reduced thrust take-offs, landing distances and much more. http://www.topcatsim.com Flight Planning A proper flight planning is a key for a safe and efficient flight. Finding the best route is one thing, planning the required fuel another. There are various tools able to provide both, but not all of these have the same accuracy. • Flight Operation Center



The nav log included with this tutorial document was done using FOC. This tool is the real deal, very accurate with all the planning possibilities required by airline dispatchers, including comprehensive weather data. It’s not the cheapest solution though, but the nav logs you create are basically the same they get on real flights. http://www.danur.com • FSBuild



Not as complex as FOC but still delivering good results and includes the possibility to import wind data into your flight plan. To match the fuel consumption to the PMDG MD-11 you might need a 3rd-party aircraft configuration file. http://www.fsbuild.com Visual and airport enhancements While FSX does provide a fairly accurate environment there are thousands of scenery enhancements available. Not only do they make the view out of the window more accurate and visually pleasing but they are also required to bring airports up to date. FSX was released years ago so many of the included airports are not quite matching the current construction situation. Those add-on airports provide accurate taxiways and gate numbers, also important for a realistic simulation experience. Here’s a selection of great FSX scenery producers: • Airport sceneries



KORD and KJFK are available from FSDreamTeam: http://www.fsdreamteam.com Many more beautiful airports are available form these designers: - FlyTampa, http://www.flytampa.org - Sim Wings, http://www.sim-wings.de - German Airports, http://www.germanairports.net - UK2000, http://www.uk2000scenery.com/newsite - Imagine Simulation, http://www.imaginesim.com - ORBX, http://fullterrain.com • Terrain enhancements



Some more useful sceneries covering larger areas: Last revision: Oct 6, 2009
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- Mesh scenery enhancement



Not quite as important as accurate airports, higher resolution mesh terrain can greatly ease visual approaches by providing better visual clues. And for flights over mountainous areas it will provide a much nicer view out of the window. Worldwide: http://www.fsglobalx.com Worldwide and regional: http://www.fsgenesis.com - Roads, landclass, coastlines enhancement Even while flying IFR from time to time you’ll see an approach chart with a visual approach segment requiring you to follow a certain coastline, road or river to get to the runway. Enhancements for this exist in various forms with different details and prices. - The most complete package and also available for the US for this flight is ‘Ultimate Terrain’: USA, Canada, Europe, http://www.scenerysolutions.com - Worldwide landclass, http://www.scenerytech.com - Terrain texture replacement This is more or less just eye-candy but nevertheless worth a look even if you’re only flying IFR. Replacing the default terrain textures this will provide you with more natural looking colors throughout the flight, including the night lighting: Ground Environment X, http://gex.flight1.net • Pushback / Follow-me car



There is a nice little tool called ‘AES’ (Airport Enhancement Services) providing two very important features for airliner ground operations: One is automated pushback along the airport’s taxiway markings, including the visual clear-signal for taxi from the ground crew. The second one is an optional follow-me car after landing guiding you to the gate or stand including a marshaler or a realistic docking guidance system for parking. By combining AES with the airport sceneries from FSDreamTeam you will get these services for this tutorial flight. http://www.aerosoft.com/cgi-local/re/iboshop.cgi?showd50!0,5248440630,D10333_1 Weather This tutorial flight uses a pre-set weather scenario that was built using the FSX-internal weather tool. However this is nothing compared to the possibilities external weather tools can provide. They can give you real weather including the necessary weather reports enabling you to enjoy a weather and a weather briefing the same way as on real flights. And since this weather is so accurate you may also use the real aviation weather maps and resources available freely on the internet. Together with the wind calculation features of the FMS this will greatly enhance your flight experience. Active Sky Advanced: http://www2.hifisim.com/node/3 Real Environment Xtreme 2: http://www.realenvironmentxtreme.com Flight controls hardware Even for today’s modern airliners manual flight is still a very important skill to master. Desktop simulators are somewhat limited in providing this training capability for two reasons, the first one obviously being the lack of motion. The other one is the hardware used to make the steering inputs. Cheap joysticks just don’t feel like anything found on a real aircraft, and by not having rudder pedals to control the yaw movement the manual flight experience is even further away from reality. • For relatively little money there are the yokes, throttle quadrants and rudder pedals by Saitek and CH Products giving



you the basic means to control an airliner: http://www.chproducts.com http://www.saitek.com
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• However if you want to get closer to the actual feel of flying and MD-11 there are more accurate but of course also



more expensive solutions available. Most important is the yoke providing a smooth but precise pitch and roll control: http://www.737yoke.com http://www.flypfc.com The latter also provides precise rudder pedals and multi-engine throttle controls. Both are equally important. The rudder is needed for steering both on the runway and in the air, not only for a one engine out situation but also to counteract crosswind. Braking capability is important for flying a big airliner. If you control your brakes using a joystick button you will either have instant full braking or no braking, the entire range in between is non-existent. Airliner brakes are more likely to overheat using a button only. The capability for individual throttle control is not only needed during abnormal engine operation but taxiing as well. Asymmetric thrust can greatly ease maneuvering around tight corners and can relieve stress off the landing gear struts and tires. Hardware for visual approaches Another limitation for desktop based simulators is the limited view both inside the flight deck and out of the window. Even under IFR a good view of the outside is imperative for maneuvering on the ground and for conducting visual approaches (such as the one at the end of this tutorial flight). To solve this problem there’s the possibility of using TFT-screens as large as possible. A 30-inch display will make a huge difference compared to a standard-size 19-inch display. The other possibility is to use a head movement tracking device. This will allow both looking around the flight deck as well as out of the window by moving your head and body in a very intuitive and natural way. Together with the fully functional and accurate virtual cockpit of the MD-11 tracking the runway threshold, looking for traffic or using the overhead panel is as easy as on the real aircraft. The best experience of course would be to combine the large screen and the head tracking device. If you can only afford one of them then head tracking is much more valuable in terms of realism and is also much more affordable than a 30inch screen. TrackIR 5: http://www.naturalpoint.com/trackir Sound Often neglected as a minor part in a simulation is sound. However during a flight sound can improve the situational awareness a great deal. Engines, ground roll, the ADG, wind noise and aural alerts, all providing you with important clues about the state of your aircraft just by using your ears. However many of these sounds are more dominant in the lower frequency bands. Therefore by having low quality speakers only you might notice all the aural alerts but miss details from the landing gear or the engines. FSX is capable of delivering surround sound, and so is the MD-11. A surround sound speaker set will deliver the best results, however a stereo speaker set including a decent sub-woofer will give you good sounds too. The PMDG MD-11 is capable of providing most of the audible details the real aircraft can. And once you’ve listened to an engine start using a powerful sub-woofer you will never want to fly with anything less.
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aux commandes de flight simulator version 4 sur pc et ps pdf 

and download all of them absolutely free. Take advantage of related PDF area to obtain many other related eBook for Aux Commandes De Flight Simulator.
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«««« «««« «««« «««« ««« X X 

La première ligne correspond à l'étape précédente. Elle vous sert ici de repère pour chaque nœud à réaliser. » : demi accroche double par la gauche.
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Virtual 3D Simulator - Music Station 

3D stages are saved with the "evs" format and can be open/saved indefinitely. Stage dimensions, inserted objects and fixtures are also saved in these files.
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Virtual 3D Simulator - Music Station 

8. 5. Universes patch. 9. 6. Movie recorder. 10. IV Construction mode. 13. 1. 2D views. 12. 2. Stage size and color. 13. 3. Inserting objects. 14. 4. Inserting fixtures.
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EAA Flight Advisor: The Return to Flight 

engine outlet to the ends of the pipes. Look for ... will assure there is no hidden damage to the tube in the tire. ... On planes with rubber shock absorber donuts.
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Free Desktop 3.x System Limits .fr 

Nov 4, 2008 - Free Desktop users cannot monitor other sets, or use or be used by ... have a specific server for Standard Free Desktop Environment, but it must ...
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